
Classi�ation of Pairwise Proximity Data with Support VetorsSepp Hohreiter and Klaus ObermayerDepartment of Eletrial Engineering and Computer SieneTehnishe Universit�at Berlin, 10587 Berlin, GermanyWe investigate the problem of learning a lassi�ation task on data whih arerepresented in terms of their pairwise proximities. This representation does not refer toan expliit representation of the data items by feature vetors, rather the set of objetsis represented by a matrix, whih assigns a real number (the similarity measure) toevery objet pair. This representation is more general than the standard approah ofusing feature vetors, from whih pairwise proximities an always be alulated.We assume that there exists a training set, for whih a lass label is assignedto every objet and for whih the proximity matrix has been measured. We nowinterpret the entries of the matrix as being produed by an unknown kernel operatingon (unknown) objet feature vetors. Proximity matries are by de�nition symmetri.Positive de�niteness, however, annot be assured, and the onstrution of a lassi�erusing the standard support vetor mahine (SVM) approah fails.In order to properly extend the standard SVM approah we �rst extend Merer'stheorem to inde�nite kernels. We show, that - under ertain mild assumptions - aninde�nite kernel orresponds to a dot produt between feature vetors in a Minkowskispae. The optimal hyperplane is then onstruted in Minkowski spae using thepriniple of strutural risk minimization. However, instead of minimizing the squaredlength of its normal vetor we proposed to minimize the squared length of the proje-tion of the data onto the normal vetor of the separating hyperplane. This amountsto replaing the vetor of ones and the kernel matrix in the dual objetive funtionby the kernel matrix and by its square, respetively. If the kernel matrix is positivede�nite, both objetive funtions have the same minima. Optimizing the length ofthe projetion of the data, however, leads to well de�ned solutions also if the kernelmatrix has negative eigenvalues. In priniple, there are di�erent ways in whih thedual objetive funtion an be modi�ed to allow for well de�ned solutions for inde�nitekernels. We motivate our partiular hoie by (i) the lose relationship between thiskind of SVM and the reently desribed \Coulomb Classi�ers" [2℄ and (ii) by the fat,that our approah allows for the onstrution of lassi�ers, for whih some objets anbe exluded from ating as support vetors. Those objets are used for optimizationbut may be omitted for lassi�ation, e.g. for the determination of similarity valueswith new inoming objets. This feature may be bene�ial for problems for whihsome objets (e.g. web-pages in ontent-based lassi�ation) ease to exist.Benhmarks were onduted using several real world datasets (onnetivity pat-terns in at ortex, sequene similarities between proteins, text relevane). Our newmethod was ompared to (i) K-nearest-neighbors and (ii) a method whih appliesSVMs to the olumn vetors of a proximity matrix [1℄. The results show, that the newmethod provides better lassi�ation results. It is also more eÆient, beause only asmall subset of objets (the support vetors) of the training set must be kept in orderto measure the similarities with new inoming objets for their lassi�ation.[1℄ T. Graepel, R. Herbrih, P. Bollmann-Sdorra, and K. Obermayer. Classi�a-tion on pairwise proximity data. In M. S. Kearns, S. A. Solla, and D. A. Cohn, ed.,Advanes in Neural Information Pro. Systems 11, pp. 438{444. MIT Press, 1999.[2℄ S. Hohreiter and M. C. Mozer. Coulomb lassi�ers: Reinterpreting SVMs aseletrostati systems. Tehnial Report CU-CS-921-01, Department of Computer Si-ene, University of Colorado, Boulder, 2001. See http://ni.s.tu-berlin.de/~hohreit.


